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Abstract

A class of Pinewood Derby Race timing errors is defined in which the heat time of each racer in 
random heats is affected by a similar non-trivial amount of time.  A procedure for detecting 
whether such events have occured, whether the number of such events exceeds chance level, and 
a rationale for deciding if the number of occurences warrant heat reruns are described. 

Copyright 2012 by Stan Pope.   This algorithm may be used free of charge in Pinewood Derby 
race management software.   



Introduction

With the availability of computers for race management and for easy collection of heat times for each 
car, more and more races are being conducted based on cumulative heat times.  With this technology 
comes modes of failure which if not dealt with reduce rather than increase the accuracy in ranking the 
racers and awarding trophies. 
 
The kinds of equipment malfunctions described below, if undetected and uncorrected, can have one of 
two effects on the outcome of competition.  Malfunctions which increase each racers time in a heat can 
result in a truly deserving racer being denied the trophy he deserves. Malfunctions which reduce each 
racer's time in a heat can result in a truly undeserving racer being awarded a trophy that he doesn't 
deserve. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the problem in more detail and to describe an algorithm which 
detects and corrects the results so that each racer gets what he deserves.

The Problem

Sometimes PWD racers don't get the recognition that they earned. 

The story might go like this:  John and his dad built a car for the pack races.  In each heat, it "blew the 
doors off" the other racers, winning each of its four heats by a car length.  John did not have the only 
undefeated racer, and the Cubmaster patiently explained that it isn't how many heats you win, but rather 
how fast you run. The cars are ranked according to their cumulative heat times.  If you win against 
slower racers, you might not win a trophy even though you beat them all.  

John and his dad were disappointed to rank in the middle of the pack, but congratulated the winners 
and went home to plan how to make an even faster car for next year.  

Meanwhile, the Cubmaster gathered the statistics from the race management software and posted the 
race details on the Pack's web site. John and his dad looked at the race stats to see just how much they 
would have to improve in order to be competitive with the faster cars in the Pack. To their surprise, two 
of their heats were the fastest of the day, fully 0.050 seconds faster than the the next fastest time, but 
their other two heats were about 0.200 seconds slower than their fastest times. Well, that accounts for 
finishing "out of the hardware!"

Dad looked through the race data some more... Yes, even in their slowest heats, they won by at least 
0.050 seconds, just about 1 car length, so that makes sense. Wait a minute ... in their fastest heats they 
raced four of the 5 trophy winners! Boy, those slow heats really "did them in!"  Dad looked at the data 
some more ... in their two slow heats the other cars also ran about 0.200 seconds slower than their other 
times.  Wow, all the cars ran poorly in those heats!

With a glimmer of inspiration, Dad wrote down a list of all the heat numbers.  Then he looked at each 
racer's heat times, noting which heat they ran their slowest. For each of those, he marked a tally next to 
the heat number in his list. Wow! In six different heats, there were four tallies. And in another there 
three tallies. Hey! That was the heat that John ran his second slowest heat, nearly as slow as his 
slowest! There appears to be a pattern here!



Dad got out his old Probability and Statistics textbook and figured out that this should happen by 
chance only once in more than 1000 pack derbies!  Either John is really, really unlucky, or something 
else is at work. What could it be???  More study is needed... Aha! In each of those 7 heats each of the 
four racers ran about the same amount slower than their faster times. So, each racer in a slow heat was 
affected by about the same amount.  It is like the timer started before the cars started! 

There ends Dad's analysis ... there was almost certainly a malfunction, but the track and the electronics 
have been dismantled and put away, and computer and software have gone home with the Cubmaster. 
There was no way to test his conclusion that wouldn't sound like "sour grapes" and cause the pack 
leaders a lot of extra work.  But he had a strong feeling that the "experts" that ran the pack derby 
weren't as expert as they pretended!  In fact, those experts were much like pack leaders around the 
country ... they did the best they could with limited experience and tools.  And by the time they were 
starting to accumulate some expertise, their sons graduated to Boy Scouts and other leaders assumed 
the responsibility  

My Analysis

First, observe that there are several types of malfunctions which can occur randomly and, when they 
occur, affect each race car in the heat in approximately the same manner. Here are some causes that I 
know of:

1. Laser start gate marginal alignment / vibration. Vibration of the starter beginning the gate release 
causes the laser gate to trigger timer start before the cars reach the gate, resulting in higher than correct 
times.

2. Sticky mechanical switch.  Pitting of switch contacts causes slow and/or erratic opening or closing of 
switch contacts, resulting in lower than correct times. This can happen with both micro-switches and 
magnetically operated reed switches

3. Slow manual gate operation. Operation of the gate more slowly than cars would naturally accelerate 
results in higher than correct times. This is most likely to occur as the starter fatigues.

Each of these sources can occur without obvious indications of malfunction. Their essence is that they 
are erratic! As time progresses over several races, they may become severe enough to cause obvious 
failure, but until then, your Cub Scouts' success is more a function of chance than of skill.  

The answer to this problem is to incorporate a routine "quality check" into the race management 
software.  In this check, the race management software inspects the racing results, racer by racer and 
heat by heat following much the path as "Dad" did in the Problem Scenario above. Only when the 
quality check is complete and any discrepancies have been rerun should the results be announced.  

It is a concern that too many heats might be rerun needlessly, i.e. that the quality check identified some 
heats as defective when they were really correct and were just statistical exceptions which occur by 
chance. For instance rerunning 10 heats to correct the results of just one or two equipment failures 
would add time to the process and deprive racers in those correct results of what they earned. 



The Statistics

A timed Pinewood Derby Race is typically run on a track consisting of two to six lanes in which each 
racer runs once or twice (more on a 2 lane track) in each lane.  From the specific race plan we know:
Number of lanes: nL
Number of racers: nR
Number of runs by each racer: nRR

Number of heats:  nH=nR×nRR
nL   

The probability that any particular run by a racer will be his "slowest run of the competition" is just 1 / 
nRR. For example if the competition is run on a 4 lane track and each racer runs twice in each lane, 
then the result is 1/8 or 0.125.

SP - Success Probability of a single trial or, in my terms, the "critical condition": The probability that 
each of the nL racers in a particular heat will make their "slowest run of the competition" is the product 
of the individual racer probabilities:  SP=(1/nRR)nL  Continuing the example above this would be 
(1/8) * (1/8) * (1/8) * (1/8) or (1/8) ^ 4 (1/8 raised to the 4th power) = 1/4096 = 0.0002441406. 

The probability that the "critical condition" will occur exactly k times by chance during the competition 
is given by the binomial distribution:

P (exactly k )= nH !
k ! (nH−k )!

SP k (1−SP)(nRR−k)

The probability that the "critical condition" will occur k times or fewer by chance during the 
competition is the sum of the "exactly" (AKA "discrete") probabilities from "exactly 0" to "exactly k".

Note that spreadsheet programs usually contain a function which can compute each of these two 
probabilities.  In OpenOffice, the function is BINOMDIST(k; nH; SP; C) where k, nH, and SP are as 
above and C is 0 for the "exactly k" probability and is 1 for the cumulative "k or fewer" probability. 

If I were a doing a psychology experiment and wished to say with confidence that the number of 
"critical conditions" observed exceeds chance, then I would probably choose a k which produces a 
probability of 0.95 (or more) as the threshold to be exceeded.  But I'm more interested in catching and 
correcting equipment failures than in proving with high confidence that equipment failures occurred, 
providing that I don't rerun an excessive number of heats. Given that goal, I would probably choose a k 
which produces a probability of 0.5 to 0.75.

Since the equipment malfunction might affect some race cars more than once, the analysis needs to be 
able to detect each of them.  Also, since a racer may experience a "did not finish" (DNF) that result 
must be excluded from consideration, since it is not caused by equipment malfunction and the usual 
9.999 seconds ascribed to a DNF would confuse the issue.  A solution to these situations is to repeat the 
inspection once those data have been identified, a correction plan selected, and the data eliminated 
from further consideration. 

The statistics for these two conditions get pretty messy, and, for now, I'll pretend that they don't affect 
the formulas above.



Application in Real Life

After the race schedule has been run but before the results are finalized and announced, formulate the 
following tables:
TR: Times for each racer, initialized from race manager results, excluding DNF runs.
HR: Heat numbers for each racer, initialized from race manager results, excluding DNF runs.
NR: number of racers in each heat, initialized from race manager results, excluding DNF runs.
NCC: Number of racers in each heat which experienced their slowest run of the competition, initialized 
to zero at the start of each iteration.

1. Find the smallest k>0 such that ∑
i=0

k nH !
i !(nH−i)!

SP i(1−SP )(nRR−i)>0.75

2. Inspect each racer's times, identifying his slowest time and tallying that heat in which it occurred.

3. Inspect each heat. For each heat in which Nr = NCC, 
 (1) tentatively reschedule the heat for rerun,
 (2) remove the run from TR and HR and decrement NR.
 (3) zero out NR and NCC for that heat.
 (4) increment the number of critical conditions found and the number of critical conditions found this 
iteration.
 
4. If any critical conditions were found for this iteration, repeat the inspections of the revised tables. 
(This will detect cases in which a racer was affected by more than one malfunction.)

5. If the number of critical conditions found equals or exceeds k, then rerun the tentatively rescheduled 
heats, and test again using a k of 0; otherwise repeat the whole analysis based on the critical condition 
”each racer in a heat registers his fastest run of the competition.”

When the results are tested (and rerun as necessary) for both critical condition, then accept the 
competition results as revised.

Manual Application

This spreadsheet at http://www.stanpope.net/timeerrorprobabilities.ods will help with the probability 
computations if one wishes to perform the analysis manually or to check software operation. This 
snapshot of the spreadsheet file at http://www.stanpope.net/timeerrorprobabilities.pdf shows the data 
for one specific competition plan. (Note that the spreadsheet file should be downloaded and processed 
in your own space and not in the browser's space, since the spreadsheet program will open the file for 
both read and write.)

Discussion

It is interesting that chance occurrences of the critical conditions grow less frequent as the number of 
heats per racer increases, as the number of lanes increases and as the number of heats decreases. At the 
0.75 probability level, any occurrence of either critical condition indicates malfunction if there are 4 

http://www.stanpope.net/timeerrorprobabilities.ods
http://www.stanpope.net/timeerrorprobabilities.pdf


lanes and each racer runs twice in each lane and the number of racers is 130 or less. (That is as high as I 
checked.)

By comparison, if each racer runs once in each lane in the above example, when the number of racers 
exceeds 73, then the critical condition shows up more often, usually once in 4 such competitions, and 
showing twice is a strong indication that there is an equipment malfunction.

If each racer runs twice in each lane of a three lane track (a very common venue) then any occurrence 
of either critical condition indicates a malfunction if the number of racers is 30 or less and more than 
one occurrence for up to 103 racers.
 
One of the concerns of race organizers is that application of this type of testing might introduce many 
needless reruns, i.e. reruns of heats in which the results were not affected by any equipment 
malfunction.  Given the low thresholds shown for typical competition environments, the concern for 
needless reruns should disappear, outweighed by the desire that true equipment malfunctions be 
detected and corrected.

It has been suggested that the simple expedient of dropping a racer's slowest time from considerations 
avoids the problem. This is incorrect for two reasons: First, if the malfunction affects two of a racer's 
heats, the protection is lost. Secondly, dropping a time which is low due to a malfunction usually 
deprives that racer of dropping the time which would have been worst had the equipment performed 
without malfunction. Dropping the worst time also does nothing to help with malfunctions which 
reduce heat times. Dropping the best time fails for the same reasons as above.

This algorithm should be applied after every competition before the racers depart and before the results 
are announced.  Even though the equipment has been working flawlessly, you just never know when 
Murphy will come off holiday.

Exceptions

This algorithm will not detect starting gate malfunctions which introduce small time errors, i.e. that 
produce times which are in the normal range for those racers.


